
SPARQ S Series
Filtered Sparkling, Chilled, Boiling and Still Water.  
The Luxury of Choice at the touch of a button.



SPARQ S6
Sparkling . Chil led . Boil ing Hot

A simple touch on the stylish LED panel will give you 
filtered sparkling, chilled and boiling water, all from a 
stylish faucet. Ideal for entertaining, a must have for a 
modern kitchen!

SPARKLING

Enjoy sparkling water straight from your kitchen tap 
with a SPARQ S6. No need for a soda water maker, or 
carrying plastic bottles home from the supermarket. 
The easy to replace carbonation system usually lasts 6 
to 12 months.

CHILLED

Fill your glass or water bottle with chilled water at the 
touch of a button. No need for cold water jugs in the 
fridge, the SPARQ S6 will provide water down to 2oC.

BOILING HOT

Make tea in seconds with the stylish SPARQ 
S6. Featuring an adjustable temperature panel 
that provides boiling water up to 97oC instantly, 
entertaining has never been easier. 







SPARQ S5
Sparkling . Chil led . Ambient

A simple touch on the LED panel will give you 
sparkling, chilled & ambient water all filtered through 

a Puretec Ultra Z water filter. Ideal for your bar or 
outdoor kitchen the SPARQ S5 will make entertaining 

easy!

SPARKLING

Enjoy sparkling water straight from your kitchen tap 
with a SPARQ S5. No need for a soda water maker, or 

carrying plastic bottles home from the supermarket. 
The easy to replace carbonation system usually lasts 6 

to 12 months.

CHILLED

Fill your glass or water bottle with chilled water at the 
touch of a button. No need for cold water jugs in the 
fridge, the SPARQ S5 will provide water down to 2oC.

AMBIENT

The SPARQ S5 delivers filtered, chemical free water 
straight to your tap at the touch of a button.



Features & Benefits

1. SPARQ & matching font available in 5 vibrant colours.  
(Font supplied separately). 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Adjustable temperature settings and Eco mode

3. LED Touch Panel to easily select desired water option.

4. Filtered with Puretec’s Ultra Z Filtration with quick twist 
replacement.

5. Compact undersink unit, only 230mm wide

6. Achieve a minimalist kitchen design by removing the need 
for a kettle, soda water maker & water jugs in your fridge.

7. Child safety feature to prevent burns.

8. Value for money, fresh clean water at the touch of a button - 
no more plastic bottles.

4.
5.

Chrome Brushed Nickel Brushed Gold Gunmetal Matt Black
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Pictured: SPARQ-S6-BN-NG
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Puretec water care products are designed, manufactured and supported by Puretec Pty Ltd the name you can trust for variable and proven water solutions. The complete range of Puretec 
products are developed, refined, made to meet and exceed stringent specifications for the worldwide market. 

All pictures and information are supplied as a guide only. Puretec reserves the right to change product specifications without notice. Whilst every endeavour is made to ensure accuracy, 
no responsibility is taken for any errors or omissions in detail. Important Note: Sales of products are subject to our Terms and Conditions which are available upon request. Warning: For 
correct operation of appliances it is essential to observe manufacturer’s instructions. Caution: Do not use with microbiologically unsafe water or water of unkown quality without adequate 
disinfection before or after the system.
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